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EDITORIAL

Politics And The Mayor
In all the mass of statistics which have been compiled to
measure and assess what the war years did and meant to our Of The City Of Tucson

nation, few facts seem as significant as this: In 1939 our country had manufacturing facilities which had cost about $40
billion to build. By June, 1945, $26 billion of new plants and
equipment had been added. In five years we built more than
half again as much plant capacity as we had managed to accumulate in the previous 125 years. And we did this during
a time when 11 million of our most able workers were in the
armed forces!
This fact. along with many others of equal importance, is
presented in the report of the Smaller War Plants Corporation to the U. S. Senate Special Committee to Study Problems
of American Small Business. The report is entitled "Economic Concentration and World War II." Citizens who are
wondering whether their concept of America's industrial
situation is accurate would do well to obtain a copy of this
report from the Government Printing Office in Washington
(50c) to test whether or not they are attempting to solve 1947
problems with 1927 data in mind.
For a longer period of years than most men live, a considerable body of the American public has feared the growth
of powerful corporations as being socially undesirable and
economically disastrous to a competitive system. This fear
has been expressed in a considerable body of legislation, of
which the Sherman Anti-trust Act of 1890 and the Clayton
Anti-trust Act of 1914 are two outstanding examples.
Despite the obvious intent of this legislation, it is common
knowledge that control of industry has become more and more
concentrated in the hands of fewer and fewer owners. What
is not common knowledge is the manner in which World War
II accelerated this process of concentration. Let us examine
the facts.
Of the $26 billion spent for new manufacturing plant capacity during the war, the government supplied about two-thIrds
of the funds and private investors supplied the rest. Approximately $10.5 billion was spent for construction and the remainder was spent for equipment. The buildings which were
erected were, with few exceptions, of high quality. Few of
them were temporary structures. The new equipment was
far superior to the old. In 1940, for example, there were 827,000 machine tools in our plants. Seventy-five percent of these
were over 10 years old, and many were over 30 years old. By
1945 we had built 747,000 new machines which were, generally
speaking, bigger, faster, and capable of finer tolerances and
greater output than the prewar tools.
.
Only two percent of the new facilities went to make products which had no relationship to the operators' prewar product. Twenty-four percent of the increased capacity produced
articles of a related nature to the operator's prewar product,
and 74 percent was used to make the same product the operator had always produced. For this reason, it is estimated that
about $20 billion of the $26 billion of the wartime plant facilities are usable for the production of peacetime products.
It is obvious from the facts presented above that the structure of the American economy may be influenced a great extent by the disposal of the new plant capacity. Of the facilities
(Continued on page 2)
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As the mayorality campaign went into its final hours before the
primary election, the people of Tucson could be virtually certain of
only one thing-that their next mayor will be the winner of the
Democratic primary. Of more involved factors affecting basic iss~es a~d th~ actual merit of those individuals running for the offICe, dlscernmg Tucsonans could only feel vague apprehension.
Jaastad's Regime
Mter over a decade of indifference, during which time a handful
of citizens turned out periodically to give at least token support to
an unopposed candidate for re-election, the voters of Tucson are now
at last going to-going to have to-choose a new mayor. Henry O.
Jaastad, who declined to run again this year, has spent an extended
and undistinguished career in the $100-a-Jp.onth part-time job. Awkw:ardly, but. with a ~ertain .amount of pride, he has gotten through
hIS ceremomal functlOns. HIS more fundamental duties seem to have
been removed as far from the limelight as possible. Toward Tucson's
public Mayor Jaastad's motives seem to have been largely benevolent. He has listened to the "little man" and often has tried to help
him. But some observers have felt that his sympathies were more
with certain "big men," and that too often ht! has avoided treading
on their toes.
Do the People Lose?
In view of the considerable influence which the Mayor can exert
on the city's affairs by throwing his weight in the right place at the
right time, progressive Tucsonans have tried to determine the future which each candidate might afford the city. But it is difficult
to see through the haze of pre-election promises, accusations and
recriminations. Observers of this
campaign have become more conEducation and
vinced than ever that the study
Politics: Addendum of politics is the study of influDiscerning Tucsonans will have ence and the influential. And the
noted, in connection with our pre- influential are the ones who get
vious article on "Education and the most of whatever there is to
Politics," a recent item of signifi- get. There seems to be no balcance in connection with "edu- ance between known and unpolitics" in Arizona which at- ~own q~antities, and the cynic
tracted little attention in the daily IS prone to conclude, unhappily
that the people lose in any event:
pres of the state.
The Board of Regents for AriIssues
zona's university and state colThere are certain fundamentals
leges has announced its commit- though, which shouldn't be over~
tee appointments for the current looked amid the fast - flying
year. The following listings are charges of "machine dominion"
noteworthy:
and the "aspirations of gangsterFinance Committee: Samuel dom." By and large, these fundaMorris, chairman; Cleon T. Knapp mentals have been well-concealed.
and Walter Bimson.
Executive Committee for the
Municipal electric power was
University:
Cleon T. Knapp, surely one of the vital issues, but
chairman; Samuel H. Morris and little was convincingly said about
Clarence E. Houston.
it on either side. During his long
Special Committee to make tenure Jaastad "fumbled the ball"
Recommendations for the presi- with regularity on this issue, but
dency of the State College at -to continue the metaphor-he
Flagstaff: Cleon T. Knapp, chair- always "recovered his own fumman; Samuel Morris, John M. bles" and somehow kept on the
Scott, and Clarence E. Houston. offensive. There is now, however,
Committees were also named a widespread feeling that those
for the two State Coleges, edu- who crusaded for public power
cational relations, and agricul- may have tired of this venture,
ture.
and that regardless of who be---0--comes Mayor they cannot be exNext Meeting of A. V. C.
pected to exert enough pressure
March 11 at
Y.M. C.A.
<Continued on page 2 col. 3)
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for the new Mayor (whoever he
may be) to make the necessary
"stand" on the matter.
Houston
Conceding that the Republicans
haven't a chance, Tucson's 'new
Mayor will be either E. T. Hous-
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· h
w h IC were financed by private investment, there is no ques-

tion of disposal. Nearly all of the $8.6 billion privately financed facilities were designed for peacetime production,
since the government undertook to build those facilities which
' converSIOn
. t 0 b e use f u 1 f or peacet'Ime prod ucwoul d
reqUIre
tion. This private expansion was stimulated by twoi important changes in the nation's tax law. First, the owners were
permitted to amortize the new facilities at the rate of 20 percent a year, which meant, roughly speaking, that they paid
for the plant largely with revenue which would otherwise
have been paid to the government in taxes. Second, they
were granted carry-back provisions on the excess profits
taxes they paid. This lessened the risk of investment by enabling a corporation whose income dropped below its excess
profits credits before December 31, 1946, to carry-back the
difference between its earnings and its excess profits credits.
The one hundrd largest corporations in the nation were responsible for 51 percent of the privately financed wartime
facilities.
But even more important than the privately financed facilities are the $17.2 billions worth of public facilities, for much of
this plant will be turned over to private ownership. As an
indication of the size of this task, it might be noted that this
sum is greater than the entire value of the plants of most other
industrial nations of the world.
N ot a11 0 f th e pu bI'IC1y f'manced war pl
an s t
were d
operate
directly by the government; some were operated by a management-fee arrangement. But the bulk of the facilities,
$11.6 billions worth, were operated by private concerns. Of
these, the top one hundred corporatioss operated 75 percent.
These firms have options to purchase the facilities they operated during the war, and they also have priority on the purchase of readily movable equipment which they operated.
Moreover, they have the funds to make the purchases. For
example, the top 63 manufacturing corporations hold some
$10 billion in liquid assets with which they may purchase the
largest part of the publicly financed plants at their own option
price.
Besides the concentration of physical plant and equipment
resulting from the war, other aspects of the situation must be
noted. One of the most important of these is the subject of
scientific research. Previous to the war years private industry
spent 'between $300 million and $400 million annually. During
the war they cut this expenditure in half, and the government
made up the difference and added an additional $400 million
each year. The total government bill for research and development (not including the atomic research) during the war
was $2 billion. Most of this work was conducted in private
laboratories, the top 10 corporations getting 37.1 percent of it
and the top 68 corporations getting 66.0 percent.
'
The highly important point about all this is that 90 percent
of the contracts made by the government with private corporations pl~ced ownership of patents with the contractor, the
government receiving a royalty-free license for its own use.

Jones was defeated by Gov. 08born in 1940, and the Jones faction represented the conservative
quasi-RepUblican wing of the
Democratic party in Arizona.
Houston is receiving the backing
of both the Star and the Citizen;
the business people and the "Old
Pueblo crowd" will be his principal supporters, along with the
Star's following. Included in the
train will be, in all likelihood, the
"5th column Republicans"-those
who register Democratic in this
"one-party" state for the sake of
their voting franchise. Some observers say that Houston was the
hand-picked candidate of the Arizona Daily Star, pointing out that
the Star rallied behind the Houston slate before all the candidates
had filed- a novel form of foreclosing potential first-class opposition, if any was to be had. We
might assume that, as the Star
protege, Houston would inherit
the careful policies of municipal
honesty and the advocacy of city
ownership of the public utilities
for which the Star has stood. But
it should be emphasized that the
Star isn't always on the side of
good government.
Discerning
Tucsonans remember the ludicrously incongruous position of
the Star last election in going allout for Bill Eden, a people's man
and at the same time stumping
for Dave O'Neill, the "fair-haired
boy" of the dominant interests.
Houston's principal contribution
to the campaign seems to have
been a continued assertion that he
will fight "organized crime" in
the community.
Dragonette
The other candidate is Fred
Dragonette, whose opponents now
claim that he is being sponsored
by the fabulous "purple gang,"
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the Cleveland-Detroit mobsters
whom the FBI recently reported
hiding out-more or less permanently-in the Tucson area. We
can't confirm or refute this
charge, but it certainly seems that
the burden of proof should be on
those who assert the tie-in. Dragonette, on the other hand, has
criticized the clique which is influencing and wants to continue
influencing the city hall. His own
backers seem to be rather motley
in appearance-the "Kautenberger machine," the "Jerry Martin
crowd," and many obscure, scattered individuals. There seem to
have been few campaign contributions from the "big guns" in
the community. Dragonette has
promised slum clearance, public
works, and city code renovation.
If he is an "independent" and
could garner public support for
such a program, he might be able
to effectuate part of it despite the
opposition of those who like
things as they have been.
Dilemma
Of course, the Detroit and
Cleveland boys are here. Even
Pegler, a part-time Tucsonian,
has syndicated the fact. Undeniably, they are bad actors, and
they'd love to have a handle to
turn. But whether they've managed to corral a respectable citizen like Dragonette or Houston,
by tempting him with lush financial reward, we cannot say.
From where we stand both candidates appear to be opportunistic, and the effect that either one
of them might have on Tucson
affairs as Mayor is just about
anyone's guess. If it's true that
the people and the cause of good
government lose in any event, the
only thing an intellectually honest individual could do would be
to abstain from voting. So say
the cynics. Of a more practicable
mind, Tucson's unorganized progressives will probably vote-one
way or another - with certain
well-calculated reservations in
mind, hoping for good municipal
government, but remembering
that, on occasion, flagrantly "bad"
mayors have been recalled by the
citizenry.

In the long run, this may prove to be the most significant deyelopment of all toward the furthering of monopoly within
the United States.
.
In the face of such advantages which have accrued to a
handful of top corporations, the outlook for small business
does not appear hopeful. During the two year period between
L941 and 1943, more than one-half million businesses closed
their doors. The most notable characteristic of the period
since V-J day is the sharp increase in the number of mergers
and acquisitions-evidence that big business is using its idle
funds to improve its position and power still further.
World War II has given big business its greatest boost of all
time. Two of the ways it has done this are through the concessions of the government granted big business regarding
disposal of publicity financed plants and equipment and
through the granting of patent rights on publicly financed
research. Big business is improving its position still further
by a rapid series of mergers and acquisitions.
It is high time for Mr. Plain Citizen to get on his High Horse
and find out what's going on.
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Picard has demonstrated to the Haircuts: A ray of hope appearschool at large that he is a man ed last week for long-suffering
of exceptional capacity, tact, and GI's accustomed to forking $1 per
natural ability. Observers who for the lO-minute tonsorial operhope to see better Hason between ations at Univ. Square. Senator
school and students feel that Pi- Hathaway of Santa Cruz County
card's temporary appointment and his bill to merge all the vashould be made permanent.
rious boards (barber, nurse, beauSports: The spotlight is leavil1:g tician, etc.) under the state adthe hardwoods, and a prognosIs
..
.
.
would indicate a topnotch base- mInistratIOn are the grounds of
ball club in the offing, with out- anticipation. The State :Sar1?er
standing players two and three Board has long been the prIce fIXdeep in most positions. As usual ing agency in Arizona, and has
(and as with the '47 basketbaIi not always administered its reoutfit) there will be a big-time sponsibility as a public trust, but
team with a small-time schedule. usually in the sole interest of the
There seems little doubt that with trade. While progressive GI's
the excellent talent available the hardly hope for a return to the
Wildcats could tackle such teams two-bit haircut they do feel that
as are fielded by the Pacific a reduction is in order and that
Coast Conference, with reason- perhaps Senator Hathaway has
able success.
,pointed the way. The gusto with
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which the affected groups have
assaulted a legislator brash
enough to propose public regulation of their trade would indicate
that they have something to conceal.

New Prexy's Program:
The
DUCK'S previous issue pointed
out that views and plan of action of UA's prexy-elect McCormick were at that time more or
THE AMERICAN VETERless unknown, and the subject of
ANS
COMMITTEE MEETS
considerable speculation. A partial insight is now available: an
THE SECOND AND THE
interview in last week's edition
FOURTH TUESDAY OF
of the "Wildcat" (University student paper) sets forth the new
:EACH MONTH AT THE
president's initial five point proY. M. C. A., 125 WEST
gram. It includes: 1) New conCONGRESS AT 8:00 P. M.
struction of dorms and the completion of the long-pending stuTHE NEXT MEETING
dent-union building; 2) an atWILL
BE MARCH 11. ALL
tempt to secure needed salary increases for the faculty;
3)
VETEF.ANS INVITED.
strengthening and maintaining
closer relationships with the
alumni; 4) additional housing facilities for married students; 5)
action on the proposed marriage
course demanded by a "Wildcat"
crusade.
Those who follow campus affairs closely were neither surprised nor disappointed by the
announcement. One who is not
to take the wheel for another four
months can hardly be expected to
have charted at this time a comTo achieve a good, sensible progressive City Adminprehensive course. It is, however, encouraging to note Dean
istration,
geared to the needs of our growing population,
McCormick's concern about inand .designed to make Tucson a better place to live for all
cl'eased faculty salaries, and adequate housing for both married
our people, I stand for:
and single students who now pay
extortionate rents in most Tucson
1. A low cost housing program
areas·
Other points of immediate con2. Elimination of the City's slums
cern to most students are: 13. A complete modern sewage system serving the entire community
A program to encourage and fos4. A comprehensive paving program, to eliminate the dust menace
ter higher educational standards;
and honest "academic freedom"
5.
Adequate street marking and lighting
for the faculty and students. 2.6. A sensible solution of the parking problem
A move to release the "Wildcat"
and other campus pUblications
7. The encouragement of suitable industries in Tucson) to provide
from their present straightjacket
work opportunities for our people
censorship. Students who transfer to Arizona from any of the
8. A complete and continuous codification of city ordinances and renation's bigger schools are usually
solutions
amazed to find that when school
policy and student opinion are at
9. Revision of the City Charter, in the manner prescribed by law, to
odds, the student paper does not
provide for a more modern and progressive administration
have the freedom to present the
student viewpoint. A campus pa10. Coo'rdination of all city parks and play grounds with a properly
per without the right and duty to
supervised youth program designed to help reduce juvenile delinvoice constructive criticism of
quency, and the establishment of a Civic Center as part of the
college officials and policies
would seem to belong several cenParks systems
turies astern. 3) An overhaul of
11. A sound fiscal policy and a modern system of City accounting,
the outrageous cost-of-campusliving; this should include an inwith records available at all times for scrutiny by any interested
vestigation of the dining hall ficitizen
nancing and operation; and a
move to reduce dormitory rentals
12. Recognizing that all public employees are entitled to fair working'
to a figure more reasonably reconditions, I stand not only for the merit system of Civil Service
flecting long-term costs to the
University.
but for the rights of employees to be represented by delega,tes of
New Dean of Men? Campus intheir various organizations in cases of grievance, and during
formation has it that popular,
budgetary hearings to ensure their fair compensation.
able Acting Dean of Men J. L.
Picard (whose scholastic merit
Tucson can a.nd shall be am,ong the best governed, the most clean
badges include only B. S., M. S.)
and
beautiful
cities in America. I sincerely dedicate my efforts toward
will soon be replaced in that position. It is reported that the presachieving tha,t end, with the advice, help and cooperation of all the
ident and various regents, while
people.
not displeased with Picard, feel
the need of a Dean who can boast
at least a Doctorate. This is exceedingly unfortunate, most students tenure
feel, ifinit the
is true.
his ....
i _________________________________________
short
Dean's In
office,

I

.:-:-=============;

ADOlEN REASONS WHY YOU WON'T FORGET

DRAGONETTE

FRED DRAGONETTE

~
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DUCK SOUP
YOU NAME IT
If the title of this column has
finally appeared, it means that
we've reached an understanding
with our overworked printer.
We'd like to acknowledge the
suggestions of other titles, which
had to be rejected for various
reasons, mainly because we could
use only one. We wanted the title
to bear some direct relation to
The Ruptured Duck. Somebody
suggested "In a Duck's Eye.", others, "The Herniated Viewpoint";
"The Duck's Eye View"; "Duck";
"Rupture"; "Where There's Duck
there's Muck,"; "Fowl Talk" ...
thanks, fellas . . .
Musica
Following the pattern of a fellow Tucson columnist, we'd like
to include in this issue the most
interesting recipe of the week.
This concoction, musical in substance, we borrow from a copy
of The Wildcat, of a month or so
ago; full credit for the mixture
must go to the Wildcat's music
critic:
"The program consisted of the
lighter works of famous composers chiefly along reminiscent
veins mixed with a few of the
deeper emotional contributions of
the early classical composers."
Oh-Well
Overheard this week on our
amazing little two-station radio:
"Do your shopping at - - - Market. You can park your car
on both sides of the store . . . ."
We want to see this done, that's
all . . . .
And a little later, this one:
"Have you something you'd like
to sell absolutely free?" ....
Politics and Politicians
The careful answers being made
to controverisal questions by the
two principal (Democratic) candidates for mayor remind us of a
highly
noteworthy Politician
Story: Several years ago, a liberal organization invited a local
politician, candidate for a rather
important post, to expound his
views before a meeting of its
members. The gentleman readily consented, duly appeared, and
orated smoothly and windily for
a determined thirty minutes. The
floor was then opened for questions. "What lis your attitude
toward organized labor?" queried
an eager youth. The politician
glibly and confidently related, by
way of response, that he had once
employed a youngster to mow his
lawn, that the lad had later joined
a truck-drivers' union, but that
he was still his friend and would
still let him mow his lawn at any
time at all. "What is your attitude toward orgainzed labor?" the
youth in the audience repeated,
now shouting. Noticeably shaken,
no longer confident, the candidate
for office struck a pleading note:
"Look, fellows, let's look at it
this way: I think whatever you
think." (A more practical response to the Tucson election
problem will be found elsewhere
in this issue.)

THE STUDENT MEMORIAL
Who wants.a Student Memorial
Building on the UA campus? Apparently not the public, not the
faculty, not the students, who
have failed to respond to the long
and marked unsuccessful campaigns for funds-although, really, nobody tried to find out
whether anyone wanted it before
the fund-raising started. Those
being asked to contribute know
that homes and classrooms are
sorely needed, that every dollar
is sought for equipment, supplies,
salaries. They feel the "Memorial" would therefore be hollow,
inappropriate. Having failed to
obtain the needed funds in the
strenuous public campaign, an
appeal is being made to the legislature for a loan to complete the
sum needed, the money to be repaid by students in the future. A
look at the future, without. being
at all far-fetched, can find a University of Arizona deserted by its
facUlty members and staffed by
incompetents or underpaid miserabIes; handicapped by poorlyequipped laboratories and a library ·of junior college calibre;
overcrowded because of insufficient class and dormitory buildings-overcrowded, that is, with
students who have been turned
down elsewhere and who will receive here second-rate educations
and diplomas; and adorned with
a handsome and distinguished
student union building . . . .
By the way, there's a freshman we'll have to call Pete who
not so long ago had the faculty
salary situation thrown in his face
in a rather forceful-if ludricrous
-way. Traditionally apathetic,
UA students have been relatively
roused about the sad economic
plight of their profs, discussed in
detail in the first issue of the
DUCK. But Pete came to the
campus naive and undisturbed.
Now it happened that Pete's English instructor was a young man
who was trying to learn German
so that he could get a Ph. D. in
order that he might get a teaching
position paying another few dollars a week so that he wife could
leave her job in the beauty parlor; and he was also working
part-time for a local trucking
agency, in addition to teaching
his classes-(A not-unusual load
for a UA instructor). On Pete's
first day at the ig School he faced
said English instructor at 7:40
a. m. in the Humanities building,
and listened, impressed, to the
first-day explanations. He received his first shock, a minor
one, two hours later when he entered his German class and sat
down next to the English instructor, looking a bit less impressive
now. But the thrust that burst
the youth's humility came that
afternoon when a bedgraggled
version of the English instructorGerman student struggled up to
Pete's dormitory room with his
steamer trunk!

I will use every recourse to bar all
organized crime

E. T. "Happy"

HOUSTON
Democrat For

MAYOR OF TUCSON
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARIES
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Playgrounds Qualified -

Parks Able -

Recreation

Experienced

THE VERY LAST WAR
All of the current crusading
mumbo-jumbo reminds us of
things that have been said many
times before, but probably never
more succinctly than by Ernst
Toller in his play entitled "No
More Peace." The irony of his
little ditty, "The Last War," is
especially hard-hitting:
"The Last War"
We thought that wars were over
but
there's got to be one more,
Our civilizing mission is to put
an end to war.
You'll really stop us, won't you, if
you've heard this one before!
So pack your kit and kiss your
girl
and answer Humanity's call.
This is the war to end war,
the last war really,
Or very nearly,
the very last war of all.
There'll be peace the whole world
over
when our peaceful duty's done,
All bloodshed be abolished when,
our
battle has been won.
'Cause there won't be any bleeders left
to fire a bleedin' gun.
So pack your kit and kiss your
girl·
and answer Humanity's call.
This is the war to end war,
the last war really,
Or very nearly,
the very last war of all.

Next Meeting of A. V. C.
March 11 at
Y. M. C. A.
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University Drug
AT THE SQUARE
Soda Fountain, Luncheon
CANDY

DRUGS

Drive-In
Cleaners
9th St. & Park Ave.
We Specialize In
Cleaning Ladies' Clothes
Phone 5557
TUCSON, ARIZ.
Tommy L. Scott, Prop.

